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CAR REGULATIONS 
================================== 

 

 
1.  Cars eligible for qualification are FF03 plastic injection mould chassis only  
     (FF03 Carbon conversion chassis NOT allowed). 
 
2.  Only #54251 Tamiya Sensorless Brushless motor 16T is permitted to be used. 
     Only TBLE01 Tamiya Brushless ESC can be used. 
 
3.  Original Tamiya Type C (54256) rubber tires only. 
     
4.  Any Tamiya Hop-Up Option and spare part is allowed as long as it is used in the way it 

designed, and on the vehicle it was designed for. 
  
5.  Only the following Tamiya car bodies can be used and must be painted. 

 
     - #50968 Beams Integra Body Set 
     - #51246 Nismo R34 GT-R Z-Tuned 
     - #51289 Subaru Impreza WRC Monte Carlo 2007 
     - #51336 Porsche 911 GT3 Cup VIP 
     - #51339 Volkswagen Golf-GTI 
     - #51375 Cusco Dunlop Subaru Impreza 

     - #51376 Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X 
     - #51421 Castrol Civic 

     - #51431 J.A.S. Civic R3 
     - #51452 Honda CR-Z Body Set 
     - #51473 Volkswagen Scirocco GT24-CNG 
     - #51497 Volkswagen Golf 24  
     - #84137 Volvo 850  
     - #84138 Honda Accord 1996 

     - #84139 Peugeot 406 
     - #84140 Alfa Romeo 156 
     - #84143 Tom’s EXiVJTCC 

     - #84144 Renault Clio 
     - #84145 Tom Levin’s 

 
6.  Any attempt to modify or to influence the ability of the motor is not allowed. 

 However, wires of speed controller can be soldered to motor. 
 

7. Battery wires can be modified at the bottom of connecter to accept other type of speed             
controller connecters. Wire length must exceed 3cm. 

 
8. Any attempt to modify or to influence the ability of the E.S.C is not allowed (inclusive of  
    adding additional capacitors and other E.S.C influencing device. Only battery plugs can be 
changed. 
 
9. Minimum weight of car ready to run is to be 1,450grams. 
 
10. Clearance under main chassis parts must exceed 5mm before the race. 
 
11. Any form of driving aid is not allowed to be use. 
     - eg. Gyro, Active Steering Assist Unit. 
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